Saskatchewan Common Ground Alliance Names New Board of Directors
The Saskatchewan Common Ground Alliance (SCGA) is pleased to announce the appointment of Luis
Wilson and Todd Hundseth to the Board of Directors. Lindsey Roy, a SCGA Board member since 2007,
recently announced his retirement in November, 2012. The SCGA recognizes, and thanks Lindsey for his
valuable leadership and contributions to the organization over that period.
Luis Wilson is Vice President Corporate Services with Magna Electric Corporation, a large and diversified
engineering, manufacturing, technical and construction Services Company with over 450 full time
employees. Luis brings extensive industry knowledge and specific expertise in providing line-locate
services to the province. Prior to his 14 years of employment with Magna, Luis was a supervisor with a
large agricultural implement manufacturer and a member of the Canadian Armed Forces. His excellent
leadership skills and commitment to safety will be valuable to the SCGA organization.
Todd Hundseth, General Manager and Owner of Saskatoon based Hundseth Line Construction
Corporation has 32 years of power line industry experience within Saskatchewan. He is a journeyman
lineman and a University of Saskatchewan graduate in Economics. As a Certified Safety Auditor, Todd
has demonstrated a strong focus on employee and public safety through his involvement within the
construction scene. This experience will provide a good foundation of ideals and opportunities for the
SCGA to explore.
Dean Reeve, President of the SCGA welcomes both Todd and Luis to the Board and looks forward to their
contributions. The SCGA Board of Directors have recently approved a 2013 Business Plan focused on five
key strategies including increasing active participation at all levels within the organization, enhancing
public awareness of damage prevention issues and Sask1st Call, the completion of an enhanced set of
industry Best Practices that is integrated with a national damage prevention standard and ongoing growth
of the Saskatchewan Common Ground Alliance.
The SCGA is a member driven organization dedicated to ensuring worker and public safety, environmental
protection and the integrity of services by promoting and educating on effective damage prevention
practices around underground infrastructure activities. For more information, please go to www.scga.ca.
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